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Abstract— In this paper, we propose an efficient disparity
map generation method for multi-view video sequences captured
by a forward moving multi-camera system. Forward camera
moving increases the minimum and maximum disparity value of
each frame with time. Thus, computational complexity can be
increased and the quality of generated disparity can be degraded
since the stereo matching operation has to deal with a wide range
of the disparity candidates. In order to solve this problem, we
employ a time-of-flight (TOF) depth sensor as a guide to find the
minimum and maximum disparity values for each frame. Then,
the stereo matching process for video sequences captured by the
moving multi-camera system becomes simple without quality
degradation.
Keywords— moving multi-camera, depth generation, stereo
matching, time-of-flight depth sensor

I.

INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) video is one of the most powerful
media which provides immersive and realistic sense to users
[1]. Unlike the conventional two-dimensional (2D) video that
has a single viewpoint, the 3D video is composed of more than
two viewpoints including the parallax between adjacent views.
Therefore, by watching the video captured by these multiple
viewpoints through stereoscopic or auto-stereoscopic displays,
we can enjoy the 3D feeling. However, one problem of the
multiple viewpoints is the huge amount of image data. The
amount of image data is multiplied by the number of cameras.
It affects the encoding and transmission processes. Also,
because of the camera size, it is difficult to construct a dense
camera arrangement, which is highly related to generate more
natural 3D view.
In order to solve the mentioned problems, depth
information of the scene is required. The depth of the scene
represents the range to each object from the camera in the
scene. Using the color image and the corresponding depth, we
can synthesize an intermediate view image between two real
view images by using the depth image-based rendering (DIBR)
technique [2]. Thus, we can obtain a densely captured multiview image without a relatively small number of cameras
which are not densely arranged. Also, the efficiency of
encoding and transmission can be increased since if we encode
the color and depth image at the encoder side instead of all the
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multiple color images, then the decoder decodes the
transmitted data and generate the multi-view using the color
and depth images.
Stereo matching is the most famous depth estimation
method that takes two input images and generates the disparity
maps [3]. For a pixel and the surrounded region in the target
image, stereo matching finds the best matched pixel with
respect to the color difference in the reference image. Then, the
disparity is pixel coordinate difference in y-direction from the
current pixel to the best matched pixel. However, stereo
matching has critical weaknesses for such as the occlusion and
textureless regions, since it operates based on color difference.
It also has very high computational complexity. In general,
users assign the minimum and maximum disparity values of
the scene to decrease the processing time, then, the stereo
matching algorithm calculates the proper disparity value for
each pixel in the input disparity range.
However, in the case of the video sequence, usually the
maximum disparity value varies with time. Especially for the
scenes captured by the moving forward and backward multicameras or scenes including zoom-in and zoom-out, both the
minimum and maximum disparity values can be widely
changed with time. Therefore, the input minimum and
maximum disparity values to the stereo matching have to cover
wide range. It leads to not only increase the complexity but
also decrease the quality of the disparity map.
In this paper, we propose an efficient disparity map
generation method for forward moving multi-camera system
using a time-of-flight (TOF) depth sensor as a guide. Since the
TOF depth sensor captures the depth of the scene in real-time,
it helps to calculate the appropriate minimum and maximum
disparity values as the input to the stereo matching for each
frame. It also decreases the complexity of the stereo matching,
and also maintains the quality of the disparity maps. Moreover,
the proposed method does not require the registration process
between the color image and the TOF depth image. In some
fusion methods for depth acquisition, which means the
combined system of the color and TOF depth sensor [4] [5], the
registration between the color and TOF depth is one of the
difficulties due to the differences in the image resolution and
field of view. Therefore, the proposed method can be utilized
various camera systems that have various characteristics.

II. DATA ACQUISITION FROM
FORWARD MOVING MULTI-CAMERA
Figure 1 shows the moving multi-camera arrangement on
the rail which makes the camera arrangement move forward
and backward manually. Therefore, the captured video
sequences by this moving multi-camera have the similar effect
to multi-view zoom-in or zoom-out.

speed was not steady since we manually move the camera
frame. As the frame number increases, the minimum and
maximum disparity values increases, too. Also all the pixel
values of the TOF depth image becomes larger.
For the captured color images, the camera parameters are
required for the multi-view image rectification [4]. The
rectified three view images have parallel epipolar lines. After
that, multi-view color correction is performed to reduce the
color inconsistency among viewpoints.

III.

PROPOSED METHOD

Figure 4 shows the process of the proposed method. In this
section, we assume that the multi-view color image is
calibrated, rectified, and color corrected. Then, we explain each
step of the proposed method.

Fig. 1. Moving multi-camera arrangement
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We used three color video cameras, shown in Fig 2(a), and
one TOF depth sensor, shown in Fig. 2(b). The TOF depth
sensor model is SR4000. The color cameras are parallel
arranged with the interval of about 7cm, and the TOF depth
sensor
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Fig. 3. Captured images

We captured 100 frames of a scene using the moving
multi-camera with forward moving, as shown in Fig. 3. The
moving distance was approximately 60cm, and the moving

A. Mapping function from TOF to real depth
The first part of the proposed method is to design the
mapping function from the depth index D of the TOF depth
image to the real depth Z. These two variables are proportional
to each other. We consider the first frame of whole sequence to
design the mapping function. However, we do not have the real
depth information of the scene. Therefore, we manually
measure the minimum and maximum disparity values of the
first frame. Then, Eq. (1) calculates Z values using the disparity
d, focal length f, and baseline B.

Z=

𝑓∙𝐵
𝑑

(1)

Let the nearest and farthest real depth values be Znear and
Zfar, respectively. Then, Znear is inverse proportional to the
minimum disparity dmin, and Zfar is also inverse proportional to
the maximum disparity dmax. Znear and Zfar correspond to Dmax

and Dmin, respectively, which are the maximum and minimum
pixel values of the TOF depth image at the first frame. Finally,
we can design the mapping function from D to Z as a linear
function M shown in Fig. 5.

multi-view image rectification reduced the vertical pixel
mismatches and the color correction also decreases the color
inconsistent among viewpoints.
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B. Stereo matching with proper disparity values
After defining the TOF to real depth mapping function M,
we can calculate Zk which is the real depth of an arbitrary TOF
depth index Dk. It is equivalent to calculate the disparity dk in
the color image for Dk. Therefore, the minimum and maximum
disparity values of n-th frame, dmin,n and dmax,n, are calculated as
Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑛 =

𝑓∙𝐵
𝑓∙𝐵
=
𝑍𝑓𝑎𝑟 M(𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑛 )

𝑓∙𝐵
𝑓∙𝐵
=
𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 M(𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑛 )

(2)

(3)

𝑑′𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑛 = �𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑛 � + 𝑐
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Fig. 7. TOF depth index and real depth values with respect to frames (a) depth
index (b) real depth
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By considering the characteristics of the disparity, d’min,n is
rounded down to nearest integer, while d’max,n is rounded up to
nearest integer. The constant c is used as an offset value to
avoid that the real disparity range of n-th frame exceeds d’min,n
and d’max,n.
IV.
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Lastly, the input minimum and maximum disparity values
for the stereo matching of n-th frame d’min,n and d’max,n are
calculated as Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), respectively.
𝑑′𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑛 = �𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑛 � − 𝑐

Figure 7(a) shows Dmin and Dmax of the TOF depth images.
Dmin and Dmax are increased with time since the cameras only
moved forward. The manually measured from the first frame
are 38 and 61, respectively. Then, Znear and Zfar calculated by
Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 7(b).
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Fig. 6. Multi-view image rectification and color correction (a) original images
(b) rectified and color corrected results
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Fig. 8. TOF depth index and disparity (a) TOF and disparity (b) disparity with
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The resolutions of the captured images were 1280x960 for
color and 176x144 for TOF depth. In order to test the proposed
method, three color viewpoints were calibrated [7], rectified [6],
and color corrected [8], as shown in Fig. 6. In the original
images, there exists a few pixels of vertical mismatch and the
color of view 3 is darker than the other views. However, the

Figure 8(a) shows the relationship between the TOF depth
index and the disparity values for the nearest object and the
farthest background of each frame. Finally, the input minimum
and maximum disparity values for the stereo matching
calculated by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are shown in Fig. 8(b). We
used the offset constant c as 1.

TABLE I.

Then, the rectified and color corrected multi-view images
of view 1 and view 3 become the input for the stereo matching
using belief propagation [9] with d’min,n and d’max,n for n-th
frame. Figure 9 shows the calculated disparity maps of view 1
and view 3, and the synthesized color images of view 2.

AVERAGE PSNR AND PROCESSING TIME
PSNR (dB)
27.88
27.90

Previous
Proposed

V.
Synthesized view 2

50th frame
100th frame
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Fig. 9. Generated disparity maps and synthesized view images

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, we compared the PSNR values between the original
and synthesized images of view 2, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Also,
we compared the processing time with the conventional stereo
matching algorithm. The fixed input minimum and maximum
disparity values were 37 and 85 for all frames, respectively.
They were measured manually and offset by c.
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